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Happy Birthday Stu
Hope you enjoy your day x Adam

Stuart you’ve won a prize to travel with me
Around the World, there’s plenty to see!



One morning through the mailbox
Was a fabulous letter from Phileas Fox.

Meet me in London without delay,
In my hot-air balloon we’ll float away.

We’ll travel the world in different ways,
The journey should take about 80 days.

Congratulations Stuart! You’ve won a prize
To go on an adventure with somebody wise.



“Paris in France is the first place we’ll go,
If you’re not ready you must tell me so.”

Off they floated to Paris in the huge hot-air balloon,
Which filled up the sky like a colorful moon.

Stuart met Mr Fox and gave a big grin,
Stuart couldn’t wait for the trip to begin.

Phileas Fox and Stuart were soon on their way,
But there was just enough time for Phileas to say

A bag had been packed and Stuart wasn’t scared,
Stuart nodded to show that they were prepared.



They soared above and across the English Channel,
Phileas saw where they were on the instrument panel.

Stuart ate croissants and walked up the Eiffel Tower,
Climbing all those steps took almost an hour!

Now  Stuart was tired but there was no time to stop,
So back in the balloon Stuart and Phileas did hop.

Before long they were landing in the middle of the city,
There were so many sights, Stuart thought Paris was pretty.



They rode a chariot around the old Colosseum,
An ancient ruin too big to fit in a museum.

You have to be quick when you travel with me!”
They used a gondola to cross the Mediterranean Sea.

Phileas then said, “Stuart, we really must go,
The next stop on our trip is quite far you know.

Next they traveled to Italy’s capital city, Rome,
Where Stuart ate icecream from a big waffle cone.



The sea was rough and the 
boat was hard to row,

But they arrived safely in 
Egypt’s capital Cairo.



Stuart and Phileas rode camels to where Pharaohs once lived,
And rode into the desert to see the great pyramids.

There Stuart found a strange carpet in the sand,
It was magic and flew around at Stuart’ command.

Onto the carpet Phileas and Stuart climbed,
With one big Whoosh they left Egypt behind.



Next stop on the tour was busy Mumbai,
So they headed to India as they flew through the sky.

Stuart stopped for some lunch and ate local curry,
Which was a little bit spicy but very, very yummy.

When they landed the carpet the streets were so busy,
All the traffic and people made Stuart feel quite dizzy.



They hopped on a tuk tuk to the Taj Mahal,
Which is a beautiful building, stunning and tall.

“Stuart,” said Phileas, “it’s been a long day,
But we must keep on moving, we can’t lose our way.”



Stuart was very tired but didn’t complain,
So Stuart and Phileas caught the next train.

Stuart napped on the train as the journey was long,
And by morning they had arrived in Hong Kong.



On a lucky Chinese dragon they rode to Japan
“Hold on,” said the dragon, “as tight as you can.”

Stuart ate Chinese food like noodles and rice,
All of the meals were ever so nice!

Phileas took Stuart to see the great Chinese wall,
The people walking on it looked ever so small.



The Sumo wrestlers were enormous and strong,
And their match began at the sound of a gong.

The capital of Japan is called Tokyo,
Where Phileas took Stuart to watch some Sumo.

After the match Stuart snacked on sushi.
Stuart couldn’t believe there was so much to see!



They leaped on a junk (which is a type of boat)
And off to Australia they started to float.

They reached Sydney in the land down under
Where Stuart stared at the opera house in wonder.



Phileas then said “We must go on our way,
We still have to visit the great USA!”

In Australia Stuart saw bouncing kangaroos,
And learned how to play the didgeridoo,



The pair flew a plane as fast as it could go,
Before long they landed in San Francisco.

The bridge was huge and Phileas gave a smile,
“Walking across this will take quite a while.”

San Francisco was hilly, so Stuart climbed a ridge,
And from the top Stuart saw the Golden Gate Bridge.



When they’d crossed the bridge, they were tired of the hike,
So Phileas Fox hired a great motorbike.

They drove along roads to the next part of their tour,
Together they zoomed, towards Mount Rushmore.

The great mountain was there at the end of their ride,
It had American presidents carved on the side.

Phileas said, “Let’s go. Our journey’s not done.”
So Stuart waved goodbye to Thomas Jefferson,

To George Washington, and to Abe Lincoln too,
Then to Theodore Roosevelt, Stuart bid adieu.
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They set off again on the road to New York,
And between tall buildings there they would walk.

Pretzels and hotdogs are what Stuart ate,
They went up a building called the Empire State.
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Soon Phileas said, “We must finish our trip,”
So they headed to the port where he chartered a ship.

Stuart waved goodbye to the Statue of Liberty
And set off to England for a cup of tea.



Across the Atlantic their steamboat sailed,
They were almost at London when the engine failed!

The boat stopped moving and started to leak,
Phileas Fox stood up and started to speak.

“Grab an oar, Stuart. Help me to row,
I can see the Thames, there’s not far to go!”

The leak in the boat filled it to the brim
So Stuart and Phileas Fox then had to swim!





They climbed out of the river all soggy and wet,
But it wasn’t time for Stuart to go home yet.

Through London, on top of a bus, Stuart would ride,
The people in a parade all cheered with pride.

Stuart saw Buckingham Palace and Big Ben.
After the parade it was time to go home again.



Stuart and Phileas went home safe and sound,
After traveling the globe the long way around.



Hope you enjoyed this book,

Stuart!
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Your child is given the amazing opportunity to join 

Phileas Fox on an exciting adventure. Traveling around the 

world becomes even more exciting as your child’s name 

is included throughout the rhyming text. Starting off in a 

balloon, different forms of transport will help your child 

and Phileas travel through exciting destinations which 

include stop-offs in Europe, Egypt, India, China, Japan, 

Australia and the USA. Beautifully illustrated with colorful 

characters throughout, this fun packed travel guide is a great 

introduction to the world for every youngster.

Stuart


